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• Burton-Taylor Media Intelligence Buyer’s Guide – Cision Communications Cloud
• This independent Burton-Taylor analysis is designed to help users of Media Intelligence services to 

make better buying decisions, by helping them to identify the solution which best fits their needs.  

• Media Intelligence solutions help public relations and communications professionals to do any or all of 

the following:

› monitor media coverage

› measure and analyze its impact

› identify journalists and other key influencers and manage contacts with them

› distribute press releases and track their impact

› monitor, analyze and manage social media coverage

• The market for such services is undergoing rapid change and many buyers are evaluating alternatives.

• This Burton-Taylor Buyer’s Guide to Cision Communications Cloud takes a structured approach, 

systematically analyzing the service in relation to the above capabilities, based on a highly detailed 

checklist of product attributes.  

• It also provides information on:

› company background

› company strategy, pricing model and competitive positioning.

About This Buyer’s Guide
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• This Media Intelligence Buyer's Guide is made available under license from Burton-Taylor 

International Consulting, a division of TP ICAP, for internal use by 1-5 users within your 

organization only.  Not for external distribution.

• References to data in this report must be attributed to “Burton-Taylor International 

Consulting”.  Trademarks referenced in this report are the property of their respective 

owners.  

• The following usage rights are NOT permitted without prior written authorization of Burton-

Taylor International Consulting and payment of additional distribution fees as agreed from 

time to time:
• Enterprise-wide internal distribution of the report or any accompanying materials, in whole or in part.

• External publication or dissemination of the report or any accompanying materials, in whole or in part, 

in any form, including sharing of the report or any accompanying or extracted or derived material with 

any external advisors, investors or consultants.

• To acquire enterprise, data sharing or external distribution rights to content in this report, 

please contact questions@burton-taylor.com.

Distribution Rights

mailto:questions@burton-taylor.com?subject=Burton-Taylor%20report%20distribution%20rights
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• Cision (www.cision.com) is by far the largest supplier of Media Intelligence services in the

world. Its global headquarters is in Chicago with presence in 22 countries including offices

in the US, Canada and Latin America, over a dozen office locations in Europe and the

Middle East and a similar number in the Asia-Pacific region.

• The company has its origins in 1867, as a Swedish press agency; in recent years it has

been transformed by private equity firm GTCR through acquisitions including Cision, Vocus,

Gorkana (2014), PR Newswire (2016), TrendKite and Falcon.io (2019), among others.

• Its focus is on marketing communications and PR software. Its Cision Communications

Cloud product has four main components:
• Cision Monitoring, designed to help communicators monitor coverage across online, social, print and

broadcast channels, in a single solution.

• Cision Database, a tool designed to help users build relationships with key influencers; it includes a

database of professional journalists and their outlets as well as over 1 billion social influencers,

together with information on editorial opportunities and tools to help users identify key contacts.

• Cision Analytics, featuring metrics and analysis of the impact of earned media activities.

• PR Newswire for global newswire distribution and PRWeb for self-service, web-based releases.

• Cision emphasises its highly integrated service, covering all major communications tasks in

a single solution; its extensive proprietary coverage of traditional and social media

influencers; its advanced analytics, especially its ability to measure the true business impact

of communications activities; and its global presence and scale.

Company Overview – Cision

http://www.cision.com/
https://www.cision.com/us/products/monitoring/?nav_location=main_menu
https://www.cision.com/us/products/database/
https://www.cision.com/us/products/analytics/?nav_location=main_menu
https://www.cision.com/us/products/distribution/?nav_location=main_menu
http://service.prweb.com/home/
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• Cision become publicly listed in June 2017 through a merger with financial vehicle Capitol 

Acquisition Corp III, with an initial enterprise value of USD2.4 billion; in October 2019 it 

announced an agreement with Platinum Equity to return to private equity ownership, with 

completion expected in Q1 2020.

• Cision’s revenue has increased hugely since 2013, thanks to GTCR’s vigorous program of 

acquisition and transformation; it reached USD631.6 million in 2017 and USD730.4m in 

2018 and is forecast to exceed USD766m for 2019.

• Burton-Taylor calculates that Cision accounts for a little under 20% of global spending on 

Media Intelligence/Public Relations software tools and related information services and 

considers the company to be the largest provider in the world in press release distribution, 

in influencer management and in media measurement/analysis.

• Cision has been expanding its geographic presence and product capabilities, as shown by 

acquisitions in 2017 of L’Argus de la Presse in France and Canada-based CEDROM-SNi, 

of Germany-based PRIME Research in early 2018 and of Austin, Texas-based company 

TrendKite and Copenhagen-based Falcon.io in early 2019.

• Cision is currently focused on digesting its acquisitions and progressively migrating its 

customers to the latest version of the Cision Communications Cloud platform.

Company Overview – Cision
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Company Overview – Cision

• Cision has undertaken a series of cost-saving moves since its acquisition of PR Newswire 

in 2016, with USD28m actioned in 2016, USD11m in 2017 and a further USD18m in 2018; 

following the acquisitions of TrendKite and Falcon, it has said it is expecting to achieve 

USD10m-15m of annualized synergy savings during 2019.

• It regards cross-selling of its various service elements is an important driver of revenue 

growth; this applies in particular to cross-selling of PR Newswire with its established media 

monitoring and journalist database services, as well as cross-selling the expanded 

influencer identification and social media capabilities flowing from its early-2019 acquisition 

of TrendKite and Falcon.

• It is looking to drive significant upsell revenue in the area of “attribution”, or the direct 

connecting of “earned media” communications outputs with measurable business benefits, 

though its Cision ID and Cision Audiences offerings.
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• Cision Communications Cloud is the company’s flagship product platform; it was first 

launched in October 2016.

• Cision Communications Cloud is undergoing frequent product upgrades, in terms of content 

and functionality; the latest version, launched in June 2019, reflects an extensive platform 

upgrade to incorporate elements from Cision’s January 2019 acquisition of TrendKite.

• Notable elements that are new to previous Cision Communications Cloud users include:
• The ability to create unlimited numbers of new searches across the full content set.

• Real-time alerting, including "spike" alerts on surges in mentions.

• Integration of ImageIQ image monitoring.

• Interactive analysis reports, with full access to underlying content.

• Simplified Cision Impact PR attribution reports, with a deeper archive.

• Easy identification of journalists with the most social amplification.

• Deep integration of influencer emailing with Outlook and Google email systems.

• Access to over 1 billion social influencer profiles, and integration of those profiles with Cision-origin 

journalist contact data.

• The new version is already available in the US for new customers, as well as for any existing 

clients actively seeking to transition to it; it was launched in Canada in October 2019, with 

the UK to follow shortly after.

• Full customer migration is expected to begin in late 2019 to early 2020.

Product Overview – Cision Communications Cloud
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• Cision Communications Cloud provides access to global mainstream and social media 

monitoring, proprietary journalist and influencer databases and PR Newswire press release 

distribution tools, along with easy-to-use click-through analytics and workflow.

In-depth Product Assessment – Introduction
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• Cision offers global media monitoring through a

combination of proprietary and partner coverage.

• It covers over 7 million online websites globally

and includes access to around 17,000

mainstream media sources via a partnership

with global business news and legal information

provider LexisNexis.

• Users can set up unlimited numbers of searches;

there is a five-year archive of web news.

• Cision makes content available in over 69

languages, all integrated within the same

platform, and can add content in further

languages on demand; broadcast coverage is

via partnerships with third-party providers

including TVEyes.

• Coverage results highlight trends over time, top

content and key authors; article summaries

display the article headline and snippet plus

information including sentiment, social shares

and SEO impact; and users can click to view full

content in a separate tab.

Media Monitoring – Coverage
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• Media monitoring results are based on Boolean

search strings; users can create these

themselves or leverage pre-existing queries.

• During set-up, searches can be classified using

categories including Blacklisted Publication,

Campaign, Company, Competitor, Crisis,

Executive, Target Publication and others; these

classifications can then be used as filters in the

"Browse" area of the service.

• Article results can also be easily accessed from

analytics charts; monitoring results can be

filtered using keywords and sorted by facets

including date, media outlet, author, tag, article

impact, impact score, social shares or SEO

impact; and users can click to view the highest-

impact contacts within a set of coverage.

• The system supports instant click-through to

contact profiles from monitoring results.

• Users can delete monitoring results or edit them

to change sentiment, individually or in bulk.

Media Monitoring – Search and Filtering
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• Users can create alerts based on saved

searches and alerts can be sent via email or

integrated to send to Slack channels; users can

also tag articles for later post-processing and

download article results information in

spreadsheet format.

• Tagged articles can be added to newsletters;

users can add a photo or logo to a newsletter,

add a header, include a table of contents, add

text/comments fields and customise fonts.

• Reports can also be shared as dynamically

updated web links, allowing other users to get an

instant view of coverage developments.

• Alerts can be scheduled to run daily, weekly or in

real time as new content arrives; “spike” alerts

can also be created, causing emails to be sent in

the event of unusual increases in brand,

competitor or industry coverage.

• Cision also offers editorially curated news

coverage via early-morning intelligence briefings,

leveraging its acquisition of US-based company

Bulletin Intelligence.

Media Monitoring – Output Options
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Media Monitoring – Capability Summary

• Main features of Cision media monitoring capabilities are set out below, with a focus on 

content coverage, searching and filtering.

Feature Capability

CONTENT COVERAGE

Languages Over 69 content languages supported.  User interface currently available in US English; other versions in 

preparation

Content – online Over 7 million online websites globally, including news and blogs

Content – mainstream 58,000 print sources, with 17,000 mainstream media sources monitored via LexisNexis partnership

Content – social Coverage includes Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, blogs, forums and message boards, with 

real-time updates, via pass-through to Cision Social platform; full integration expected in Q4 2019

Content – broadcast Yes, through integration of content from third parties including TVEyes – over 2,000 global TV and radio 

sources in 16 languages with 28-day archive (unlimited when saved in system by client) - and others

Archive depth Typically 90 days for licensed content, though some content subject to earlier removal due to local 

copyright restrictions five-year archive, for web news and mainstream print content

SEARCHING AND FILTERING

Search by keyword Yes, as a component of a saved search or as a filtering option within article results in the Coverage area

Boolean search queries Yes – instant unrestricted searching on any topic across all available content

Filter results set by keyword Yes, within article results

Filter by content type Yes – Online News, Blog, TV, Radio, Print, Manually Added

Filter by publication name/region/industry/topic 

focus etc

Narrow by specific publication, region, industry or topic focus by creating Boolean queries within initial 

Coverage search set-up; filter by previously created searches for publication name,  industry or custom 

topic within article results using "Browse" option; filter within article results sets by keyword search or by 

manually assigning tags to articles

Filter by own manually applied tag Yes

Other filter options Searches can be classified by categories including Blacklisted Publication, Campaign, Company, 

Competitor, Crisis, Executive, Target Publication and others, then used as filters in the "Browse" area

Sentiment Yes – positive/negative/neutral, with manual correction (individual or bulk)
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Media Monitoring – Capability Summary

Feature Capability

SEARCHING AND FILTERING – continued

Recent volume change indicator Yes, timeline chart at top of Browse element in Coverage area; also “spike” email alerts

Sort order control Article results lists can be sorted by any one element, e.g. date, media outlet, author, article impact, MOZ 

impact score, social shares, SEO impact

Timeline volume graph Yes, at top of Browse element in Coverage area, or within Analytics area

Article/mention drilldown via timeline graph Yes, all charts are clickable within Analytics area and link through to underlying content

Remove article/mention from results display Yes – self-service – individual item or bulk

OUTPUT OPTIONS

Alerts area within product Yes, by viewing saved search results in Coverage or within Analytics area

Email alert on new monitoring results Yes, via Alerts area – daily or weekly at specified time, or in real time; can be based either on a saved 

search or on a journalist contact list; real-time alerts can also be sent to Slack automatically

Clip-book distribution Yes – Newsletter option in Alerts area, including options to create multiple newsletters and to clone them

Clip-book list distribution management Yes – add and manage recipients for each newsletter

Other, e.g.  RSS, XML, API "Reports" option to build a report based on any Analytics dashboard, then export it as a PDF, or as a URL 

with interactive click-through access to underlying content

• Main features of Cision media monitoring capabilities are set out below (continued), including 

information on searching, filtering and output options.
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Media Monitoring – Capability Summary

Feature Capability

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER SERVICE AREAS

Media Analysis Partial – a selection of non-clickable timeline charts can be viewed within the Browse element of the 

Coverage area and saved searches are leveraged in the Analytics area, with click-through from all 

Analytics charts to underlying content; analytics charts cannot be launched/accessed directly from the 

Coverage area

Influencer Management Yes  – monitoring results may be found at the foot of contact profiles, subject to author matching; 

"Pinpoint Contact" author contact profiles, but not outlet profiles, can be reached from the "Top authors" 

feature in the Browse area, or from article results or individual articles in saved search results

Press Release Distribution Press release distribution activity can be associated with coverage via Google Analytics and use of UTM 

tracking codes; no tools to filter or restrict media monitoring coverage results to focus specifically on 

press releases 

Social Media Partial – information on social shares is fully integrated within the Coverage area; social media monitoring 

is an optional add-on within the Coverage area and currently links through to a separate tab and user 

experience; functionality is expected to be fully unified during Q4 2019

• Main features of Cision media monitoring capabilities are set out below (continued), including 

information on integration with other service areas.
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• Analytics is a key area of strength of Cision

Communications Cloud, with a good range of

options available.

• The Cision system automatically generates

measurement and analysis charts and users can

quickly access these from the Analysis tab;

custom manual analysis by a “Global Insights”

team is available separately.

• Product users can choose from 15 standard

metric/chart types and 10 default dashboard

layouts; they can customise chart formatting, can

easily change their chart selections and can add

as many charts as they like.

• Analytics results can be viewed within the

platform, distributed in PDF format or shared as

a dynamic web link.

• Timelines of mainstream and social media

mentions can be seen on a single chart.

• All charts give instant click-through access to

underlying content.

Media Analysis – Coverage Overview
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• While the latest version of Cision

Communications Cloud does supports traditional

metrics such as mention counts or ad values, it

emphasises access to newer-generation insights

such as SEO impact and social amplification.

• It gives access to social media metrics such as

Facebook or Instagram charts on engagement,

reach and mentions; these are accessed via a

separate Social Media tab, with full integration

with the main Analysis section in preparation.

• Twitter insights include tweets over time, top

tweets, followers, geography and demographics.

• Cision Communications Cloud integrates with

Google Analytics, Adobe and other applications,

including through support of UTM codes, in order

to provide highly specific information on impact

of comms activities.

• Mid-tier product access includes Cision Impact

demographic and firmographic data and

validated article viewership; top-tier access

includes downstream tracking of user

interactions and marketing conversions.

Media Analysis – New-Generation Metrics
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• Main features of Cision media measurement/analysis capabilities are set out below, 

including an overview of analysis options and chart types.

Media Analysis – Capability Summary

Feature Capability

KEY ANALYSIS FEATURES

Automated analysis Yes

Manual analysis – self-service Yes – manual tagging of articles, individually or in bulk

Manual analysis – via vendor professional 

services team

Yes – “Global Insights" professional services team

Ad hoc report generation – current snapshot Yes

Ad hoc report generation – historical view Yes – up to five years for online news content; 30 days by default, for Twitter, with upgrade options for 

past year or entire Twitter history

COVERAGE COUNTS SUPPORTED

Traditional-media article counts Yes

Social media article/mention counts Yes

CHART TYPES SUPPORTED

Volume trending over time Yes – trailing 7, 30 or 90 days; or users can specify start and end dates

Media type No

Share of voice/conversation Yes – Share of Voice Comparison and Share of Voice over Time options

Competitor/peer comparison Yes – Share of Voice Comparison and Share of Voice over Time options

Key message delivery Yes – Key Messages option, via in-context creation of Boolean searches

Company spokesperson analysis Yes, via creation of saved Executive or Custom search 

Top publications Yes – "Top Publishers by Impact", showing top five publications over the selected date range

Top journalists/influencers Yes – via "View High Impact Contacts" in Coverage area; also "Top Publishers by Impact", showing top 5 

publishers by article impact

Custom Can apply standard chart types to custom searches and leverage custom tags
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• Main Cision media monitoring capabilities are set out below (continued), with information on 

filtering and output options and impact metrics.

Media Analysis – Capability Summary

Feature Capability

FILTERING OPTIONS

Analyse/filter by region of coverage US vs International Mentions (high-level percentage breakdown); International Mentions (percentage 

breakdowns for top 10 countries); U.S. Mentions by Location (map view and mention numbers for top 5 

states); Local US mentions at sub-state level; or by creating saved searches based on Boolean 

expressions

Analyse/filter by subject matter Via saved search set-up

Analyse/filter using own manually applied tags Yes

Manually remove article from results set Yes – individual or bulk

Analyse by sentiment/favorability Yes – positive, negative, neutral

Analyse by prominence/placement Yes, by restricting to mention in Headline or Title

OUTPUT OPTIONS

Access analysis results within product/portal Yes

Add headline/commentary to chart Yes – add headline to chart; add custom text slide to report

Export formats As PDF, or by sharing a dynamic web link to the platform; CSV for mentions is also available

IMPACT METRICS

Circulation/readership/web traffic/page views Yes – top five articles with highest readership; or sort article results by readership in Coverage area

Advertising Value Equivalent (AVE) Yes – standard chart type ("Ad Equivalency")

Proprietary vendor metric "Article Impact" metric blending social amplification, sentiment and readership

Integration with external outcome metrics Yes – including Google Analytics, Adobe Analytics, UTM code support, Cision Impact, Global Insights 

professional services team
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• Main Cision media monitoring capabilities are set out below (continued), with information on 

integration with other service areas.

Media Analysis – Capability Summary

Feature Capability

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER SERVICE AREAS

Media Monitoring Yes – click-through to underlying monitoring content from all Analytics charts

Influencer Management Indirectly – via click-through to monitoring content, then click-through to author (but not outlet) contact 

profiles

Press Release Distribution Yes – press release distribution analysis is accessed by linking seamlessly through, for PR Newswire 

authorized senders, to the PR Newswire Online Member Center and then viewing PR Newswire's 

standard Visibility reports; or via linking of PR Newswire press releases with Cision Impact reports

Social Media Partial – counts of social content can be integrated into Analytics dashboards through an "Enable Social 

Media Mentions" option on the "Total Mentions" chart; other social analytics are available via the separate 

"Social Media" tab; full integration is expected in Q4 2019
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• Cision Communications Cloud gives access to

proprietary databases of over 1.4 million media

records and over 1 billion social influencers; the

service is an add-on to a main database

subscription.

• Cision’s global traditional-media database has

been cross-mapped to news articles to tie

journalists to amplification data; profiles are

maintained through a combination of automated

processes and a dedicated team.

• Media contact records are directly accessible

from monitoring results, or can be found via

searches within the “Influencer” tab.

• A summary view of profiles shows contact links

and gives social amplification and impact data;

full profiles spell out contact details and display

any associated media articles and social posts

over the user’s choice of time period.

• Users can perform actions including adding a

contact to a list, marking them as a favorite or

associating them with an activity such as a

phone call or a “Story Kit” relating to a pitch.

Influencer Management – Coverage
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• The Story Kit functionality is a new feature within

the latest version of Cision Communications

Cloud; previously available in TrendKite

services, it provides users with a way to

assemble and disseminate information to help

journalists who are exploring story ideas.

• The Story Kit provides a structured way to share

key information including company background,

preferred backlinks, supporting videos, contact

details, key spokespeople, quotes, logos and

images; users can also specify key messages,

which can be used to identify subsequent related

coverage.

• Story Kits provide metrics to both

communications professionals and to their target

influencers, for instance showing the social

amplification achieved by articles relating to a

particular story and giving insights into audience

demographics.

• Communications Cloud also incorporates

TrendKite-origin email functionality, helping

users to customise emails and integrate them

with Outlook and Google email systems.

Influencer Management – Functionality
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• Cision Communications Cloud also supports

highly targeted searching and filtering on both

contacts and outlets, via the separate “Search

Media Contacts” tab.

• This searches Cision’s traditional-media

database using attributes including name,

keyword, subject, location, industry, media type,

topic language and audience location or interest.

• Profiles here typically include contact details, job

title, location, topics covered and in many cases

also fuller biographical information and “pitching

profiles” saying how best to contact individuals.

• Results lists can be sorted by attributes including

circulation or unique visitors per month; users

can add notes or tags to records; personal

contacts can be added individually or in bulk.

• Cision says plans are well-advanced to merge

the content and functionality of its traditional-

media database with the influencer discovery

and workflow tools area of the service.

Influencer Management – Functionality
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• A “Campaigns” tab under “Search Media

Contacts” lets users manage a range of activities

in relation to contacts and outlets, including

sending an online press release via Cision’s

PRWeb service, doing an email distribution to

media contacts via custom lists, scheduling

posting to multiple social networks or logging

activities such as calls, emails and meetings.

• From within the “Search Media Contacts” area

the user can invoke a “Briefing Book” feature.

This automatically produces a PDF of selected

contact profiles; it does not contain any contact-

produced news content.

• “Forward features" or upcoming editorial

opportunities can be identified via the Editorial

Opportunities tab and are also found in the

Campaigns area, as well as via Cision’s “HARO”

(“Help A Reporter Out”) network.

• Burton-Taylor considers that full integration of

traditional-media profile content and workflow

tools with the newer-generation media contacts

framework will be very welcome.

Influencer Management – Functionality
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• The latest version of Cision Communications

Cloud supports a vastly expanded influencer

discovery database, now covering over 1 billion

social influencers.

• This leverages TrendKite’s acquisitions of

specialised providers Insightpool and Union

Metrics. At the time of testing, social influencer

searching was via a separate “Search

Influencers” tab leveraging the Insightpool

platform and with a different look and feel; Cision

said plans were well-advanced to integrate this

fully with traditional-media influencer workflow.

• Networks covered include Facebook, Twitter,

Instagram, YouTube, Snapchat, Twitch,

WordPress and LinkedIn; functionality makes it

easy to identify key influencers, rank them using

a variety of criteria and add them to a list, or

“segment”.

• Filters can easily be applied, such as location,

gender, reach, date last active or verified status;

this area of the service also contains

functionality to activate and monitor the impact of

social media campaigns.

Influencer Management – Social Influencers
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• Main features of Cision contact//key influencer identification and management capabilities 

are set out below, with details of content coverage and functionality.

Influencer Management – Capability Summary

Feature Capability

CONTENT COVERAGE

Total contacts Over 1.4 million media profiles and over 1 billion social influencer profiles

Total outlets Over 302,000 outlet records; users can work with Cision support to add their own outlets

Profile content – contacts Contact details, article impact, SEO impact, average shares, total number of articles, "pitching profile" 

summary and biographical information where available (via separate “Search Media Contacts” tab), job 

title, publications, location, Twitter handle and linked influencer insights (Twitter audience demographics, 

interests, geography, influencer network – via link out to Insightpool), LinkedIn, Instagram, Facebook, 

YouTube, Pinterest, Google+; any additional social handle associated with contact; topics covered (via 

“Search Media Contacts” tab)

Profile content – outlets Contact details, "pitching profile" summary information, topics covered, type, frequency, 

audience/circulation, contacts associated with the outlet (via "Search Media Contacts" tab – outlet details 

not available in influencer discovery view)

Pre-built distribution lists No (but see under Press Release Distribution for PR Newswire curated “microlists”)

Editorial calendars/opportunities Yes – editorial calendars of opportunities searchable via “Search Media Contacts” by contact, outlet, 

keyword, issue date, copy deadline or outlet country

FUNCTIONALITY

Add own contacts Yes – add individual or bulk contacts via Search Media Contacts

Add own outlets Yes – clients can add individually or work with Cision support/customer services

Add notes/comments Yes (contact or outlet) 

Log contact activities Yes, via manually adding an activity in influencer discovery or "New Activity" in Search Media Contacts

Send customised/personalised email Yes, including easy batch email personalisation, via Story Kit feature

Distribute to press release circuit Yes, via PR Newswire – see under Press Release Distribution 

Schedule distribution timing Yes, via Campaigns/My Activities, via PRWeb or PR Newswire – see under Press Release Distribution 

Generate distribution activity report Yes, via Campaigns/My Activities or via PRWeb or PR Newswire – see under Press Release Distribution 
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• Main features of Cision contact/key influencer identification management capabilities are set 

out below (continued), with further information on outputs and change alerting.

Influencer Management – Capability Summary

Feature Capability

FUNCTIONALITY – continued

Add contact/outlet to list Yes

Export list Yes – CSV; no limit to number of records that can be downloaded and exported

Create briefing book Yes – "Briefing book" tool from “Search Media Contacts” search results list generates PDF with outlet, 

profile and contact details for selected contacts; no option to include recent media coverage

Customise display formats Yes – customise/sort display order for lists in Search Media Contacts

Journalist/outlet change alerts Yes, via “Search Media Contacts” media updates area; also automatic contact recommendations, based 

on contacts/outlets frequently occurring in monitoring content

Update lists to reflect contact changes Yes – "Recommended Additions" listed above saved media lists

Other "Story Kit" feature providing contacts with key story information, contact details, downloadable assets and 

article performance information (social shares, mentions, social amplification and audience data); also 

providing the user with Story Kit performance information (open rates, time on page, downstream 

conversions etc)
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• Main features of Cision contact/key influencer identification management capabilities are set 

out below (continued), with further information on integration with other service areas.

Influencer Management – Capability Summary

Feature Capability

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER SERVICE AREAS

Media Monitoring Yes – monitoring results can be found at the foot of contact profiles, subject to author matching; "Pinpoint 

Contact" author contact profiles, but not outlet profiles, can be reached from the "Top authors" feature in 

the Browse area of Coverage, or from article results lists or individual articles in saved search results

Media Analysis/Measurement Indirectly – via clickthrough to monitoring content, then clickthrough to author (but not outlet) contact 

profiles

Press Release Distribution Yes – communication of story information with journalists can be done via creation of a Story Kit; sending 

of a press release via email can be done via Search Media Contacts/Campaigns/My Activities, which can 

leverage any list created in the "Influencer" area; press releases can be sent through integration with PR 

Newswire via the "Distribute" tab

Social Media Yes – social amplification data is fully integrated within Pinpoint Contacts; Twitter, Instagram and other 

handles are given in profiles where available; recent tweets are viewable within Pinpoint Contacts records 

and influencer contact profiles; Pinpoint Contacts records link through directly to associated social profiles 

within the "Search Influencer Profile" module; Twitter follow, reply, retweet and like functionality is 

integrated into contact profile areas; social media presence by channel is available as a filter when 

searching within Search Media Contacts results
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• Cision Communications Cloud supports press

release distribution via an optional “Distribute”

tab giving access to Cision’s PR Newswire

distribution network; through Story Kits, as

already described; or via manual sending to

contact lists through the “Activities” area on the

“Search Media Contacts” tab.

• PR Newswire (PRN) is the world’s largest press

release distributor, covering over 170 countries,

with multiple geographic, industry and

demographic distribution circuits; Cision

considers that integration with PRN is a key

differentiator for Cision.

• PRN "Visibility Reports“ provide extensive

analytical information including websites

reached, numbers of views and hits on the PRN

network and audience and engagement data

(click-throughs, shares, tweets and downloads);

email distribution reports include opened,

clicked, bounced and click-through information.

• Through its support for UTM tracking codes,

Cision Impact can also give detailed information

on the business impact of releases.

Press Release Distribution – Overview
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• Main features of Cision Communications Cloud press release distribution capabilities are set 

out below, with information on main distribution and targeting options.

Press Release Distribution – Capability Summary

Feature Cision Communications Cloud Capability

DISTRIBUTION OPTIONS

Full-service press release distribution Yes, via integration of PR Newswire "Distribute" tab into Communications Cloud – covering over 170 

countries, with multiple geographic, industry and demographic distribution circuits available, globally,

To provider’s own destination site Yes – via PR Newswire "Browse news releases"

To web site distribution network Yes – via PRN network of more than 4,500 U.S. websites and global network of 10,000 websites, portals 

and databases 

To newspapers/newsrooms Yes – around 3,000 newsrooms

To search engines Yes

To portals Yes – "including popular sites such as Yahoo! Finance, MarketWatch and Business Journals"

To financial desktops Yes – including Refinitiv, Bloomberg, FactSet, S&P Capital IQ etc

To news aggregators Yes – including Dow Jones Factiva, LexisNexis etc

To social media Yes – including via almost 200 PR Newswire industry-specific Twitter handles

Target by industry Yes

Target by subject Yes

Target by ethnicity Yes

Self-service web-only distribution Yes – PR Newswire web-only distribution or via Cision PRWeb platform 

Other Distribution via PRN-curated "microlists" of key influencers; includes distribution to own email and fax lists
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• Main features of Cision Communications Cloud press release distribution are set out below 

(continued), with information on functionality.

Press Release Distribution – Capability Summary

Feature Cision Communications Cloud Capability

FUNCTIONALITY

Immediate/urgent delivery Yes, for releases built within Campaigns tab; no, for PR Newswire and PRWeb, in which all releases 

require human review (urgent release is supported)

Scheduled distribution Yes

Maximum text size Recommended length 300 to 800 words

Include image/video/logo Yes – extensive support for multimedia distribution (max 10MB file size in total on PRN)

Maintain bold/italics/bullets/financial formatting Yes

Search Engine Optimization Yes

Permanent online archive/URL Yes

Sharing/bookmarking tools Yes  – Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn, Pinterest, email, print

Writing/proof-reading assistance Yes

Translation Yes – 40 languages supported

Distribution success reports Yes – for PRN: "Visibility Reports", with details including websites reached, numbers of views and hits on 

PRN network, number of multimedia hits, audience (including details on demographics, industry, geo-

segmentation, media views, organization views and investor views), number of audience engagements 

(click-throughs, shares, tweets and downloads), comparison with industry benchmarks. For email 

distribution to lists: opened, clicked, bounced, clicks on links, also individual reports on emails 

opened/links clicked by recipient, plus tools to add selected recipients to a list.
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• Main features of Cision Communications Cloud press release distribution are set out below 

(continued),  with information on integration with other service areas.

Press Release Distribution – Capability Summary

Feature Cision Communications Cloud Capability

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER SERVICE AREAS

Media Monitoring Yes – press release distribution activity can be associated with actual coverage via Google Analytics and 

similar applications and use of UTM tracking codes; no tools to filter or restrict media monitoring coverage 

results to press releases

Media Analysis/Measurement Yes – press release distribution analysis is via PR Newswire Visibility reports and Cision Impact reports

Influencer Management Yes – communication of story information with journalists can be done via creation of a Story Kit; sending 

of a press release via email can be done via Search Media Contacts/Campaigns/My Activities, which can 

leverage any list created in the "Influencer" area; press releases can be sent through integration with PR 

Newswire via the "Distribute" tab

Social Media Yes – "SocialPost" distribution via PRN industry-specific Twitter handles – more than 64,000 followers in 

total
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• Clicking on the “Social Media” coverage link in

Cision Communications Cloud gives access to

social media content from Twitter, Facebook and

Instagram, with real-time updates, via seamless

sign-on to the Union Metrics platform.

• This area gives high-level metrics for each of the

supported channel; clicking on data points takes

the user through to more detailed views.

• As previously described, the “Social Influencers”

tab separately provides access to influencer

content from Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,

YouTube, Snapchat, Twitch, WordPress and

LinkedIn via the Insightpool architecture.

• Social amplification data is deeply integrated

with monitoring and influencer discovery

information; the Search Media Contacts

Campaigns area includes tools to schedule

posting to multiple social channels; complex

social media management is via Falcon.io.

• Full integration of social media functionality

within Cision Communications Cloud is planned

during Q4 2019.

Social Media – Overview
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• Main features of Cision social media monitoring, measurement/analysis and engagement 

capabilities are set out below, including content coverage and engagement features.

Social Media – Capability Summary

Feature Capability

CONTENT COVERAGE

Social media for monitoring/analysis Coverage includes Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, blogs, forums and message boards and 

other channels, with real-time updates, via pass-through to Union Metrics platform; full integration 

expected in Q4 2019

SOCIAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT

Integrated engagement Yes – Twitter reply, retweet and like functionality integrated into product; "follow" functionality built into 

Contact Profile record

Sentiment/favorability No

Key influencer identification Yes – view contacts with the most social amplification, within the Coverage area; view "Top Influencers" 

within the Social Media/Monitoring area; search for influencers within  the Social Media/People area by 

Reach, Relevance, Resonance (i.e. engagement levels) or Rank (combination of Reach, Relevance and 

Resonance)

Demographic information Twitter gender analysis via Social Media Network tab; gender and age data via Story Kit audience data; 

further demographics and firmographics via Cision Impact analytics

Location information Yes – influencer location information at country, US state or city level within Social Media influencer 

lookup area; Twitter audience geography information at country, US state or city level via Social Media 

Network tab 

No No

Engagement activity history/engagement 

workflow management

Yes, via manual creation of an "Activity" on Social Media "IRM" tab or via use of Social Post (see below)

Social posting workflow management/social 

post scheduling/social content library

Yes, via Search Media Contacts "Social Post" function (simultaneous posting to any of Facebook, Twitter, 

LinkedIn and Pinterest); also supports bulk CSV upload of multiple posts
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• Main features of Cision social media monitoring relating to integration with other service 

areas are set out below.

Social Media – Capability Summary

Feature Capability

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER SERVICE AREAS

Media Monitoring Partial – information on social shares is fully integrated within the Coverage area; social media monitoring 

is an optional add-on within the Coverage area and currently links through to a separate tab and user 

experience; functionality is expected to be fully unified during Q4 2019

Media Analysis Partial – counts of social content can be integrated into Analytics dashboards through an "Enable Social 

Media Mentions" option on the "Total Mentions" chart; other social analytics are available via the separate 

"Social Media" tab; full integration is expected in Q4 2019

Influencer Management Yes – social amplification data is fully integrated within Pinpoint Contacts; Twitter, Instagram and other 

handles are given in profiles where available; recent tweets are viewable within Pinpoint Contacts records 

and influencer contact profiles; Pinpoint Contacts records link through directly to associated social profiles 

within the "Search Influencer Profile" module; Twitter follow, reply, retweet and like functionality is 

integrated into contact profile areas; social media presence by channel is available as a filter when 

searching within Search Media Contacts results

Press Release Distribution Yes – "SocialPost" distribution via PRN industry-specific Twitter handles – more than 64,000 followers in 

total
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• Cision’s primary corporate focus is on providing integrated Media Intelligence solutions for 

public relations and corporate communications professionals, which it serves through the 

Cision Communications Cloud platform.  

• Following its acquisition of Copenhagen-based social media tool provider Falcon.io in 

January 2019, Cision has said it will integrate relevant components of Falcon into Cision 

Communications Cloud, for the benefit of communications professionals; it will also continue 

to offer Falcon as a separate platform, serving the needs of social media marketing 

managers.

Additional Capabilities

https://www.falcon.io/
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• The overall focus of Cision is on maintaining and growing its position in serving PR and 

communications professionals by expanding its market reach, geographic presence and 

product capabilities.

• It believes that its ability to offer a single, global “earned media” solution is a key 

differentiator and a strong attraction for its target clients, especially those at large 

multinationals.

• It is reducing its costs as it integrates its various acquired companies and their platforms; it 

is aiming to migrate customers from legacy platforms over to Cision Communications Cloud 

and it is very actively cross-selling its various service offerings, especially following its 

acquisitions of PR Newswire and more recently TrendKite and Falcon.

• It has said that geographic expansion is also a key goal, including in Latin America, Asia and 

Europe.

• Cision is very focused on connecting Communications Cloud with the broader landscape of 

marketing applications and linking its database, monitoring, analytics and distribution 

capabilities through to hard data on business impact; the company has made clear that it 

has its eye on much more than the PR and communications software space and it also aims 

to serve adjacent markets for marketing software and digital marketing solutions.

Cision – Company Strategy
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• Regarding commercial policy, Cision says pricing for its services is primarily on a 

subscription model; some services may also be purchased on a transactional basis, notably 

PR Newswire press release distribution, though here too Cision aims to move its customers 

to subscription-type packages.

• The company says it has a tiered pricing approach; bundled pricing is offered for integrated 

solutions and discounts are available for larger packages and for larger numbers of users.

• The entry-level Cision Communications Cloud service gives access to monitoring, alerts and 

shareable reports. 

• The next service tier adds an initial level of Cision Impact, with demographic and 

firmographic data, plus the ability to query for journalists and social influencers. 

• The top-tier service gives access to all components, including the journalist/influencer Story 

Kit component and access to the higher level of Cision Impact, including downstream 

tracking of user interactions and conversions.

• For the higher level of Cision Impact, pricing reflects the number of URLs to be monitored 

and the amount of services required to understand what users wish to track, set up the 

relevant tracking and configure the reports. 

Cision – Pricing Model
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• Cision positions itself as the world’s leading provider of Media Intelligence solutions, offering 

a highly integrated, easy-to-use global service covering all tasks in one single solution. 

• It says the latest version of Cision Communications Cloud is based on a very modern 

technology platform.

• Cision describes its new platform as infinitely scalable and says that it will easily handle 

large numbers of users, at speed:  “we have extreme confidence that our platform will 

outperform the previous Cision architecture”.

• It says the differentiators of Cision Communications Cloud include:
• Unlimited monitoring across all content.

• A world-leading proprietary database of traditional media influencers, plus over 1 billion social media 

influencers, with unique functionality to identify the most influential contacts.

• Industry-first support for UTM codes and deep integration with Google Analytics, Adobe Analytics and 

other marketing platforms.

• Industry-first integration with adtech data, in Cision Impact.

• Global presence and scale.

• Cision says that its traditional and social influencer data is fully GDPR-compliant.

Cision – Market Positioning
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• Burton-Taylor noted some areas where further enhancements would be welcome, e.g.
• The system could make it easier for the user to create complex Boolean search queries and to perform

quick ad hoc searches for an individual article or influencer.

• Planned unification of traditional and social media monitoring and analytics will be welcome, as will the

planned unification of journalist and social media influencer searching and of functionality and content

in the influencer area discovery and from Cision's traditional media database – for example, detailed

pitching information is currently in the traditional media database, but not in the discovery area.

• Further de-duplication and consolidation of journalist profiles would help and cross-linking between

news articles and contact/outlet profiles could be further improved, particularly for news agency

journalists and others whose content is used across multiple publications; as with the previous version

of Communications Cloud, Burton-Taylor testing found instances where recent articles from journalists

at major news and business publications were not directly linked to the relevant contact profile.

• Burton-Taylor sampling of Cision journalist database coverage for leading publications in different

countries found regional variations in breadth and depth, with very strong results for the US, good

coverage for the UK but lower scores for Canada, Australia and especially Germany; scores for France

improved in recent tests, compared with earlier sampling.

• It would be useful to update Communications Cloud "Help" information to ensure wording fully reflects

the latest product configuration, to eliminate dead links and to provide more in-context assistance.

• Burton-Taylor generally found that system response times were good, though with some delays when

searching in the Social Media tab; user interface design was generally intuitive.

Cision – Enhancement Opportunities
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• The vendor already has a considerable number of enhancements in the pipeline:
• Full integration of media monitoring with social content.

• Integration of Cision influencer/outlet search capabilities with Cision influencer discovery contact

profiles and workflow.

• Integration of the front end for searching social and traditional influencers (all of the above targeted for

Q4 2019).

• Integration of non-US managed print content (shortly).

• User interfaces in additional languages (during 2019).

Cision – Enhancement Opportunities
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• In Burton-Taylor’s view, there is a compelling logic to Cision’s strategic vision of building a 

single, global earned-media solution meeting the needs of its target customer base 

worldwide, especially those working in large, multinational organizations.

• Cision is a giant in the world of Media Intelligence; it has set itself ambitious goals for 

revenue growth and margin enhancement and its challenge will be to expand its share of 

wallet among its target users in the face of lively competition from a broad range of national, 

regional and point-solution providers.

• The latest version of Cision Communications Cloud brings significant improvements in 

breadth of monitoring, in alerting and in social influencer coverage; it also provides 

innovative tools to help identify high-impact influencers and manage interactions with them.

• Its front-foot position in providing metrics on genuine business outcomes is also notable.

• Some content and feature consolidation is yet to come and the quality of planned full 

integrations of influencer databases and of social data will be keenly watched; many 

migrations from the company’s multiple legacy platforms are yet to be completed.

• The pace of product change is very fast and customers can expect a steady stream of future 

enhancements.

Cision – In Burton-Taylor’s View
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implied, to you concerning the Report or with respect to any data or information that we may provide in connection with your use of the 

Report.  We expressly disclaim any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, including any warranty for the 

use or the results of the use of the Report with respect to its correctness, quality, accuracy, completeness, reliability, performance, 

timeliness, continued availability or otherwise.  We are not responsible for maintaining the Report or for supplying any corrections, updates 

or releases concerning the Report.  

We and our affiliated entities and our and their directors, partners, officers, affiliates, employees and agents have no liability, contingent or 

otherwise, to you or to third parties, for the correctness, quality, accuracy, security, completeness, reliability, performance, timeliness, 

pricing or continued availability of the Report.  We are not liable for any special, indirect, incidental or consequential damages which you 

may incur or experience because you relied on or used the Report, even if we know of the possibility of those damages.  We are not 

responsible for informing you of any difficulties we or other third parties experience concerning use of the Report.  We also have no duty or 

obligation to verify, correct, complete or update any information contained in the Report.  You are solely responsible for any losses, 

damages or costs resulting from your reliance on any data or information that we may provide in connection with your use of the Report.

Without our prior written consent, you will not use our name, or the name of any of our or our affiliated entities’ directors, partners, officers, 

employees or agents, or any trade name, trademark, trade device, service mark, symbol or any abbreviation, contraction or simulation in 

advertising, publicity, or otherwise.  

Copyright and Intellectual Property

Burton-Taylor International Consulting, 101 Hudson Street, 24th Floor, Jersey City, New Jersey  07302  +1 646 201-4152
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• Important Changes In This Report
• The initial version of this Burton-Taylor Buyer’s Guide to Cision Communications Cloud was published 

in April 2018; an update was published in August 2018.

• The current version (1.5) was published in October 2019 and has been substantially revised and 

updated to reflect latest developments at Cision, notably incorporation of technology and content from 

TrendKite, including updated monitoring, improved alerting, integrated social amplification data and 

much-expanded social influencer coverage and functionality. 

• Significant changes from the previous version are as follows:

› Ownership, revenue and synergy information has been updated to reflect latest developments (slides 7-8).

› The summary of recent product updates has been updated to reflect latest enhancements (slide 10). 

› All detailed product slides and screenshots have been updated to reflect latest product status; descriptions 

have been expanded where necessary, for instance through addition of a new slide describing Story Kit and 

email functionality (slide 25).

› The company strategy, pricing model and market positioning slides have been updated to reflect latest 

developments (slides 41-43).

› The sections “Cision – Enhancement Opportunities” and “In Burton-Taylor’s View” have been updated to 

reflect latest changes (slides 44-46).

Update History
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Methodology

• Burton-Taylor has devised its own methodology for assessing Media Intelligence/Public 

Relations Information & Software vendor services, based on Burton-Taylor’s extensive 

knowledge of the industry.

• Segmentation into the primary aspects of Media Monitoring, Media Analysis, 

Journalist/Key Influencer Management, Press Release Distribution and Social Media 

reflects the segmentation used in B-T’s market size and share reports for the industry.

• B-T’s assessments of vendor capabilities are based on direct product access and 

conversations with the vendors concerned, as well as additional background research and 

market knowledge.

• Assessment of completeness of journalist/key influencer databases is based on a 

structured, proprietary Burton-Taylor methodology, identifying recent bylined articles at 

leading publications then scoring for presence of author records, contact details, 

biographical and pitching notes, social media links and findability of news content.

• This Media Intelligence Buyer’s Guide is produced by Burton-Taylor International 

Consulting.  Burton-Taylor gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Cision in the 

preparation of this analysis.  This Buyer’s Guide represents Burton-Taylor’s independent 

view of the product and company; all assessments and conclusions are Burton-Taylor’s 

own.
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• Market segment definitions used in Burton-Taylor’s annual market size and share report are 

below.

Segment Definitions

Segment Definition

Media Monitoring Includes provision of services explicitly targeting  PR and corporate communications professionals and supplying clippings-style monitoring and/or digital 

monitoring of predominantly traditional media, either as standalone or as components within integrated PR solutions.  

Media Analysis Includes provision of manual or automatic measurement and analysis services relating to traditional and social media, plus associated analysis typically 

including elements such as  competitive share of voice, key message delivery and positive/negative/neutral message tone; services are offered either 

standalone or incorporated as components within integrated PR solutions.  NB analysis solutions which are primarily focused on social media are included 

instead in the “Social Media” segment.

Influencer 

Management

Includes provision of journalist/key influencer contact databases and influencer management solutions for traditional and/or social media, either as 

standalone or as components within integrated PR solutions; NB also includes revenue relating to distribution of press releases from such tools.

Press Release 

Distribution

Includes provision of corporate and regulatory disclosure press release “wire” distribution services; additionally includes any services within Media 

Intelligence companies/business divisions which are aimed at investor relations professionals.

Social Media Includes providers of monitoring/listening, analysis, engagement management and marketing management solutions primarily focused on social media, 

either as standalone or as components within integrated PR solutions.  From 2015, also includes all revenue from iSentia's King Content content marketing 

business.
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About the Author

Author Biography

Chris Porter Chris Porter is founder and director of Porter Walford Consulting, a business consulting organization focused on Market Research, Market Size and Share 

and Competitor Analysis.

He has been working for Burton-Taylor International Consulting as an Associate since 2012 and leads the firm’s Media Intelligence practice.

He has also worked for Dow Jones, Factiva and Reuters, analyzing B2B and consumer information markets in the Americas, EMEA and Asia.  His areas of 

expertise include market data, PR and corporate communications and governance, risk and compliance (GRC).

Dr.  Porter entered the information & news space at Dow Jones publication The Wall Street Journal in 1989.  He has over 30 years of experience in the 

business information industry, including a decade working in continental Europe for Dow Jones and Reuters as a journalist, product manager and local-

language content specialist.

He was a founding member of leading business information database Factiva and created the team which built the Factiva Intelligent Indexing taxonomy, 

which supports seamless searching across millions of documents in over 20 languages.  He also created a global consulting team for Factiva, focusing on 

content-related services including taxonomy and knowledge management.

Dr.  Porter has a working knowledge of several European languages and a doctorate in French.
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• Burton-Taylor clients command an estimated 80% of global revenue share in the market 

data space and include the world’s largest Exchange groups, key government organizations 

and regulatory bodies on multiple continents, five of the six largest advisory firms serving the 

industry, and more than 30 of the most active private equity and investment companies 

around the world…all of which using Burton-Taylor data as their industry benchmark. 

• While accomplished in the Americas, Europe and Asia, and with a strategic approach that 

remains generalist, B-T has developed substantial expertise in the global information, 

insurance, financial services and software industries, with deep focus in North America, 

China, India and Asia.

• B-T’s Hourglass AnalysisTM process provides a proven, structured yet customizable, 

business consulting approach that helps companies clearly target new opportunities, define 

new strategy, and plan new actions to maximize growth.

• B-T completes custom research, varying in size from small single product or market detail 

reports to large global industry and competitor sizing and profiles.

• To learn more about how Burton-Taylor International Consulting can help your company 

improve performance through improved Market Intelligence, Strategic Planning and 

Revenue Generation activities, please call +1 646 201-4152, email:  questions@burton-

taylor.com or visit www.burton-taylor.com.

Burton-Taylor International Consulting

http://www.burton-taylor.com/consulting/what-we-do-full.html
http://www.burton-taylor.com/
http://www.burton-taylor.com/services-market-intelligence.html
http://www.burton-taylor.com/services-strategic-planning.html
http://www.burton-taylor.com/services-revenue-generation.html
mailto:questions@burton-taylor.com
http://www.burton-taylor.com/
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• The following companies have purchased services or reports from Burton-Taylor International Consulting:
• 3i Private Equity

• AT Kearney

• AdmitOne Security

• Advent International

• Agility PR Solutions

• Agência Estado

• AllianceBernstein

• Altman Vilandrie & Co.

• APAX Partners

• Ardian

• Argus Group

• Argus Media

• ARIX Business Intelligence GmbH

• Asset Control

• Australian Associated Press

• Autonomous Research

• Banca D’Italia

• Bain Capital

• Bain & Company

• Bank of America Merrill Lynch

• Baseline Management

• Battery Ventures

• Berenberg

• BGC Partners

• Boston Consulting Group (BCG)

• Brown Brothers Harriman

• Bureau van Dijk

• Business Wire

• Camgian

• Capco

• Capital Group

• CapitalIQ

• CapMan

• Carbon Delta AG

• Cboe

• ChinaScope

• Cision

• CITIC

• CME Group

• Commetric

• Cornerstone Partners

• Credit Agricole

• Credit-Suisse

• Dalian CE

• Dealogic

• DelphX

• Deloitte

• Department of the Treasury, US Government

• Deutsche Bank

• Deutsche Boerse

• Diameter Capital

Burton-Taylor International Consulting

• Discern Financial Services

• Dow Jones

• Dun & Bradstreet

• DZH/Great Wisdom

• Ernst & Young

• Espirito Santo Investment Bank

• Eton Park Capital Management

• Euronext NV

• European Central Bank (ECB)

• Evercore

• eVestment

• Exegy

• FactSet Information Systems

• Fi360

• Fir Tree Partners

• First State Investment  Advisors

• Fitch

• Franchise Partners

• Francisco Partners

• FSWire

• Gartner

• GMT Capital

• Goldenhill

• Gorkana

• Goldman Sachs

• Google

• Greenwich Associates

• Gulf Capital

• GTCR

• Hearst

• HSBC

• IBIS Capital Partners

• IEX

• IHS Markit

• INET BFA

• Info4c

• Infomedia

• Innodata

• Intercontinental Exchange

• IPC Information Systems

• iQ media

• IRESS

• iSentia

• JPMorgan

• Jeffries

• Kantar Media

• KKR

• KPMG

• Lazard

• Lehman Brothers

• LEK Consulting

• LexisNexis

• London Stock Exchange

• Lone Pine Capital

• M. Klein and Company

• Market Access

• Market News International

• Maverick Capital

• McGraw-Hill

• McGregor BFA

• McKinsey & Company

• Medialogia

• Meltwater

• MIAX

• Morgan Stanley

• Morgans Financial

• Morningstar

• MSCI

• Mubasher

• MyNewsDesk

• NASDAQ OMX

• Navarik

• NBC Universal

• News Corporation

• Nomor Riedless Beteiligungen AG

• Nomura

• NSE India

• NYSE

• Oliver Wyman

• Options Industry Council (OIC)

• OTC Markets

• Paprico

• Paros Capital

• Platts

• Pacific Equity Partners

• Park Square Captial

• Parthenon Group

• Point Carbon

• Precise Media

• Prenax

• Pressreader

• PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)

• Prime Research

• Quandrant.io

• Quick

• RBC

• Refinitiv

• Regulatory DataCorp

• ResponseSource

• Rimes

• RMP Media Analysis

• RBS

• S&P Global

• Sanborn Consulting

• Sansar Capital

• Sayari

• Signal Media

• Societe Generale Group (SocGen)

• Standard & Poor’s State Council Information Office, 

China (SCIO) 

• SIX Financial Information

• State Street

• Steadfast Financial

• Strategy&

• Summit Partners

• Sumscope

• SunGard

• Taxware

• Themarkets.com

• The New York Times

• The Northern Trust

• Thomson Reuters

• TMX Group

• Tsinghua University 

• TrendKite

• TP ICAP

• UBS

• VantagePoint Venture Partners

• Vista Equity Partners 

• Vuelio

• vwd

• Warburg Pincus

• West Corp.

• Wipro

• WPP

• Xignite

• Zignal Labs

• Dozens of private equity, investment & consulting 

firms from around the world, who have chosen to 

remain anonymous
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• Burton-Taylor’s Hourglass AnalysisTM is a customizable consulting approach that helps 

companies clearly target opportunities, define strategy, and plan actions to maximize 

growth.

Burton-Taylor International Consulting
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Sector Research

Find your new customers

Finding new opportunities offering the

highest return and lowest underlying

risk is never easy. B-T excels at

enabling companies to target

opportunities directly and confidently.

Customer Research

BU/Company Strategy

Shape your new strategy

Charting how, when and where to

invest, to generate maximum value

and capitalize on the most profitable

options, is like navigating a maze. B-T

helps companies map the most direct

paths to significant growth
Service/Product Strategy

Sales Plans

Capture your new revenue

Crafting compelling messages and

defining actions that result in shorter

sales cycles can be a challenge. B-T

are skilled din helping companies build

plans that quickly and profitably

capture new revenue.
Marketing Plans
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• Available Burton-Taylor industry coverage: 
• Anti-Money Laundering (AML)/Know-Your-Customer (KYC) Market Data/Information Industry

› Burton-Taylor delivers the industry’s only comprehensive analyses of the Anti-Money Laundering 

(AML)/Know-Your-Customer (KYC) data/information industry.  View All AML/KYC Reports or Download 

Sample Slides and the Information Kits

• Exchange Industry
› Burton-Taylor delivers comprehensive analyses of global exchange market share, demand segmentation 

and vendor demographics.  View All Exchange Reports or Download Sample Slides and the Information Kits

• Financial Market Data/Analysis Industry
› Burton-Taylor delivers comprehensive analyses of market data supplier share, demand segmentation, 

vendor demographics, product segmentation, user segmentation and institutional buyer 

segmentation. View All Financial Market Data/Analysis Reports or Download Sample Slides and the 

Information Kits

• Media Intelligence and Public Relations Information & Software Industry
› Burton-Taylor delivers comprehensive analyses of media intelligence and public relations information & 

software supplier share, demand segmentation, vendor demographics and product buyer’s guides.  View All 

Media Intelligence/PR Reports or Download Sample Slides and the Information Kits

• For a list of all available Burton-Taylor reports, please visit the Research area of Burton-

Taylor.com.

Burton-Taylor International Consulting

https://burton-taylor.com/aml-kycreporthome/
https://burton-taylor.com/exchangereporthome/
https://burton-taylor.com/financialreporthome/
https://burton-taylor.com/mediaprreporthome/
http://www.burton-taylor.com/consulting/research-full.html

